
Rio French Door
REHAU are pleased to announce the launch of 
the Rio Flush Fit French Door. We have taken the 
design elements of our Rio Flush Fit Window 
and developed a complimentary French Door 
that allows you to apply its unique clean 
aesthetic to every element at home.
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To achieve your perfect interior design finish the new 
Rio French Door is available in a range of colours 
thanks to REHAU’s collection of laminate finishes. 
In line with REHAU design principles, the Rio French 
Door has excellent quality benefits, keeping homes 
warm and being certified to the PAS 24 security 
standard, having been tested at its maximum size of 
1900mm x 2250mm.

When developing our new offering, our engineers 
have also accounted for streamlining the installation 
process. The new Rio French door uses REHAU’s 
Deep Bottom Rail system which complements the 
original window system meaning installers and 
fabricators don’t need a new door sash. Rio hinges are 
also dynamically adjustable and outer frames can be 
specified in either TOTAL70C or TOTAL70S. 
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After the success of our popular Rio Flush Fit Window, we have taken these design elements and developed 
a complimentary French Door that allows you to apply this product lines unique clean aesthetic to every 
element in the home. Having both of these matching window and door fittings with slimmer sightlines and 
discreet hinge hardware allows for an increasingly consistent home design. 
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REHAU has expanded its Rio Flush Fit range to  
include the popular and versatile French Door.

Advantages and benefits 
 ▪ Fully welded outward opening door solution.
 ▪ Dedicated Rio adjustable dynamic door hinge.
 ▪ Utilising TOTAL70 profiles with the Rio Deep 

Bottom Rail.
 ▪ Bespoke Rio French Door spacer to achieve a 

customised finish.
 ▪ Fully weather tested and PAS24 security standard 

approved.
 ▪ Available in a number of colours including 

Anthracite Grey, Simply White and Slate Grey.


